Test Centre

The state-of-the-art HORIBA Test Centre in Oberursel near Frankfurt am Main, Germany, is equipped with the latest measurement and testing technology. Qualified personnel with long-standing application know-how conduct complex test runs independently or - if requested - in conjunction with the customers. The Test Centre also serves as an in-house development tool and enables research as well as verification of the very latest HORIBA systems.

Benefits

- State-of-the-art technologies for highly accurate and repeatable testing and measurement
- High degree of flexibility in contract testing and development partnerships
- Experienced professional team dedicated to the test centre
- Direct access to HORIBA’s product expertise
- Guaranteed confidentiality of customer data

Applications

The comprehensive portfolio of measuring technologies enables a wide range of emissions testing compliant with international legislation as well as substantial R&D, homologation and application work.

Target Groups

- International OEMs and automotive suppliers
- Development partners, research institutions and universities
Particularly important is HORIBA’s TITAN E-Drive test cell for the development of E-Motors and alternative automotive drive lines. It is equipped with a high speed DYNAS 3 HS 180 Asynchronous machine, which allows a high starting torque and is capable of very high speeds of up to 16,000 rpm. An integrated DC power supply system provides voltages up to 950 V. The test centre in Oberursel thus offers testing opportunities for conventional and alternative powertrains.

The new HORIBA 4WD Vulcan Chassis Dynamometer with MEXA-ONE emission measurement technology and VETS ONE Automation allows testing of passenger cars, hybrid cars and light-duty vehicles. Testing is carried out in accordance with all international standards. A newly constructed soak room provides space for up to six vehicles.

Particularly important is HORIBA’s TITAN E-Drive test cell for the development of E-Motors and alternative automotive drive lines. It is equipped with a high speed DYNAS 3 HS 180 Asynchronous machine, which allows a high starting torque and is capable of very high speeds of up to 16,000 rpm. An integrated DC power supply system provides voltages up to 950 V. The test centre in Oberursel thus offers testing opportunities for conventional and alternative powertrains.

The HORIBA TITAN engine test stand is equipped with a DYNAS 3 HD 350 Asynchronous machine, which delivers up to 350 kW and is capable of engine speeds up to 9,000 rpm. The MEXA-7100 FX for raw gas exhaust emissions stands out with its extremely fast response. In combination with a HORIBA MDLT 1300 Micro Dilution Tunnel, the highly accurate measurement of particulate mass is also possible. The highly dynamic FQ-2100DP fuel flow meter allows precise measurement of fuel consumption with fuel temperature conditioning.

**Measurement Systems**
- HORIBA MEXA-ONE-D1-EGR for raw sampling
- HORIBA MEXA-ONE-C2-DV for diluted modal and bag measurement (2-Lines)
- HORIBA CVS-ONE, Constant Volume Sampler
- HORIBA 2100 SPCS Particle Counter
- HORIBA MEXA-6000FT (FTIR)
- Hoki 3390 Poweranalyzer with interface to the VETS ONE Automation

**Options**
- Direct connection to the Vehicle OBD interface
- Integrated logging of the OBD data
- All results are displayed in a single Excel results file

**Features**
- HORIBA DYNAS, HS 180 Asynchronous machine, rated power 178 kW, speed 16,000 rpm, torques up to 1,000 Nm 950 V DC power supply
- HORIBA SPARC Powertrain Controller
- HORIBA STARS Automation System including E-Motor applications
- HORIBA AC Box for automated short circuit and idling tests

**Measurement Systems**
- YOKOGAWA* WT3000 Power Analyzer
- HORIBA MEXA-7100 FX for raw sampling of gaseous components in the exhaust gas
- HORIBA MDLT 1300 Micro Dilution Tunnel with DLS 2300 Flow Controller

**Test Facilities at a Glance**

**Chassis Test Cell**

**Engine Test Cell**

**E-Motor Test Cell**

**Automation**

The chassis dynamometer employs the HORIBA VETS ONE Automation System for the efficient preparation, execution and evaluation of emission tests for all current regulations.

The engine test cell and E-Motor test cell utilizes the HORIBA STARS Automation System. As a development tool STARS offers the flexibility required when creating test programs as well as connection of devices, collecting and managing data. Both of HORIBA’s Automation Systems deployed at the test centre ensure the acquisition and documentation of repeatable results.
For further information please contact:

Joachim Misgeld
Manager Test Centre HORIBA Europe,
Oberursel
Phone: +49 (0) 6172-1396-180
E-mail: joachim.misgeld@horiba.com

Werner Hochgesand
Team Leader Test Centre HORIBA Europe,
Oberursel
Phone: +49 (0) 6172-1396-169
E-mail: werner.hochgesand@horiba.com

Further testing facilities of HORIBA:

China
HORIBA (China) Trading Co., Ltd.
Shanghai Technical Center
No.200, Taitao Rd, Anting Town,
Jiading District, Shanghai 201814, China
Phone: +86 (0) 21-6289-6060
Fax : +86 (0) 21-6289-5553
E-mail: sales.hst@cn.horiba.com

Japan
HORIBA, Ltd.
Head Office / Factory
2, Miyanojigashii, Kisshoin, Minami-
Ku, Kyoto, 601-8510, Japan
Phone: +81 (0) 75-313-8121
Fax : +81 (0) 75-321-8312
E-mail: info@horiba.co.jp

USA
HORIBA Instruments Incorporated
Troy Facility
2890 John R. Troy, Mich. 48083
U.S.A.
Phone: +1 (0) 248-689-9000
Fax: +1 (0) 248-689-8578
E-mail: sale-ats.us@horiba.com

Please read the operation manual before using this product to assure safe and proper handling of the product.
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